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Senior engineers plan solar heating unit
Hulstein and Smit receive Public Power grant for project
Sally Jongsma

SCOll

Hulstein and Curt
Smit become animated as they
talk about their senior engineering project. Hulstein and Smit are
designing a residential
solar
heating system.
The design calls for burying a
large tank between four adjacent
houses. Solar collectors from
each house would collect heat in
the summer and store the energy
for winter use.
"It's a very realistic idea,"
says Hulstein, who explains that
technology for collecting the
energy and insulation for storing
it is already available.

"What's blocking the use of
solar heating systems today is that
they need a conventional system
back-up," he adds. In most areas
the winter sun does not provide
enough energy to completely heat
a home. Because the homeowner
needs to purchase two systems the
cost becomes prohibitive.
To begin their research Hulstein and Smit studied catalogs and
gathered information on the efficiency of solar collector systems.
Based on the average amount of
heat they need to supply each
month and the amount of solar
energy available per month in
Sioux Center, they determind the
number of collectors and the size

Curt Smit says his brother encouraged him to come to Dordt for engineering.

of the tank needed to heat an
average well-built, well-insulated
home.
Sioux Center is a wonderful
place to work on such a project,
Smit says. The city has a history
of being cooperative and interested in alternative energy
solutions. "Ron Horstman, Sioux

Center's

energy conservation

coordinator, gives us information
whenever we need it and is
general1y very helpful. He is also
personally interested in energy
conservation .••
Many other Sioux Center
residents are interested in solar
energy, too, leading Smit and
Hulstein to feel that testing the
design is a real possibility.
Both seniors wanted to do a
solar project. "We originally
considered a solar air conditioning project, but felt it was more
important to find a way to heat
homes economically," they say.
"You can live without air conditioning, but you can't live without
heat. ..
Both are convinced of the need
to begin using solar energy to
heat homes. "The energy needed
to heat a home is low level," says
Hulstein, adding that it almost
seems unethical to use high
energy,
non-renewable
fossil

fuels when a low energy,
renewable source could work.
"Throughout our program the
service aspect of engineering has
been stressed." says Soot, who
hopes to carry that focus with him
as he enters the profession.
Designing
technologies
for
responsible living is a priority for
Hulstein and Smit. They are not
interested in dreaming up moneymaking gadgets to appeal toconsumers. Instead they want to use
what they have learned to design
technologies that help people
make better use of the resources,
time, and opportunities they have
been given.
That goal is one that has
developed over the last four
years.
"I never gave a thought to a
Christian approach to technology
when I started," says Hulstein.
"I was into math and physics and
thought I'd go into engineering."
He came to Dordt because he
wanted to go to a Christian. college, not really understanding
what that would mean for
engineering.
Smit says he probably had a bit
more of an idea about the need for
a Christian
approach
to
technology when he came. "My

continued on next page

"Both are
convinced of the
need to begin using
solar energy to heat
homes."
1

Scott Holstein talks enthusiastically

.

about his engineering

Solar project receives grant
Continued from page 1

brother graduated from Dordt's
engineering program a few years
ago and was very excited about
what he'd learned. I listened to
him preach at me periodically. I
still wasn't so sure I needed to
spend the money on such an
education, but I am today."
Smit praises the quality of
the education he has received
and is confident that he has the
tools he needs to enter the
engineering profession as a
Christian. "In the last two years
I've come to understand what
responsible technology meansworking with the creation and
developing it in a way that doesn't
harm it and in a way that glorifies
the maker.
In a sense both Holstein and
Smit have already entered the

profession. Last summer Smit
worked for Energy
Design
Associates (EDA), a company
that designs air conditioning and
heating systems for commercial
buildings. He continues to work
there part-time during the school
year on specific projects and will
begin full-time after he graduates
in May.
Although be appreciates the job
and is very enthusiastic about the
internship last summer, he says
working during the year is tough.
"Dordt's is a good program; it's
very rigorous."
He wouldn't
want to leave anything out, but
sometimes the midnight oil burns
pretty late.
Holstein agrees. Since January
he has been working part-time for
EMW Groschopp, a Sioux Center

company that manufactures smaIl
motors. He too has been offered
a full-time job upon graduation.
But it takes long, late hours to
keep up with his course work.
Despite the rigor-or
maybe
partly because of it-both laud the
program and the professors.
"Professors
are very helpful,
they're there all the time. It
couldn't be better," says Smit.
Hulstein adds, "Access to

computers and software

is

great." Engineering students at
Dordt have the opportunity to
know intimately the programs
they will work with because they
use them all the time. There are
enough computers
to serve
everyone.
"Dordt's engineering program
probably gives the best chance of

preparation .

getting hands-on experience and
computer expertise," Smit says.
But they come back to the real
effect their program has had on
them. "It's changed my way of
looking at things," says Smit.
"We spent a lot of time discussing issues. Professors were not
afraid to stop in the middle of a
technical explanation and ask a
question about the ethical implications of the topic."
Hulstein adds, "I'm more
aware of what's
happening
around me. I walk down the street
and see dozens of cars parked and
I think of the technology that is
involved and some of the trouble
it has caused." That doesn't mean
he won't drive a car. "But I'm a
long way from my gong ho
freshman notion of getting into
engineering to design a new version of the F-16 fighter."
That change has come gradually, they say. "Even after
Engineering 105, we didn't care,
but something happened along
the way. " Both of them are glad
it did.
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From the president

SOD

Ihave just returned from a

Dr. J.B. Hulst

"The transcending
reason for global and
cross-cultural educational programs is to
promote understanding in a world that is
constantly growing
smaller and to
promote genuine
freedom and
justice.' ,
2

trip to Southern Africa. I spent
three days in South Africa, in
consultations at Potchefstroom
University for Christian Higher
Education. I also attended a conference at the University of Zimbabwe in Harare sponsored by the
International Association for the
Promotion of Christian Higher
Education.
During my visit to Potchefstroom University, I was privileged to address the Council of the
University concerning issues
confronting Reformed, Christian
higher education. After introducing Dordt to the group assembled, I shared with them five
issues that engage us at Dordt
College:
1. Quality
Ever since the publication of A
Nation at Risk, quality has been
on the agenda of the entire
American educational community. Everyone wishes to improve
the quality of education.
However, unless quality is seen
in relationship to the purpose of
education. it remains an abstraction. And therein lies a problem:
because few people agree on the
purpose of education, there is little agreement as to what constitutes quality education.
At Dordt we agree that the purpose of education is to involve
students in and prepare them for
effective
citizenship
in the
kingdom of God. The quality of
education is satisfactory only
when it fulfills that purpose.
2. Scripture
Christian higher education is
education based upon the Word of
God inscripturated in the Bible.
But what is the relationship

between Scripture and education
or between Scripture and scientific activity?
Most evangelical colleges speak
of the integration of faith and learning, Scripture and science. But
usually such integration results in
a dualistic approach to education,
leaving the content of courses
other than theology largely untouched by the Word of God.
To avoid such dualism Dordt
works out of the Calvinian concept of viewing creation as it is
reflected
in the curriculum
through the "spectacles" of Scripture, in order to bring about not
only the integration of Scripture
and science but also the "inner
reformation" of the sciences. This
reformational task, of course, is
never complete. At this point it is
clear that "to be reformed is to be
reforming."
3. Academic Freedom
Academic freedom is an issue
throughout higher education in
North America. Roman Catholic
universities have had to deal with
the teachings of Father Curran.
The Christian College Coalition
(of which Dordt is a member) has
scheduled presidential
roundtables dealing with academic
freedom
at its last
two

conventions.
Dordt College has always
viewed academic freedom within
the context of sphere sovereignty.
The school, college, or university must be free to carry on its task
without interference from any
other sphere. At the same time,

the academic process must not set
aside the time honored and tested
convictions and beliefs to which
Dordt College is committed.
We are presently developing a
statement on academic freedom
that will become a chapter in our

statement of purpose,
"The
Educational Task of Dordt College." One of our assumptions is
that academic freedom involves
submitting our scientific pursuits
to the Word of God.
4. Stewardship
Our society is very much aware
of environmental issues such as
global warming, acid rain, ocean
dumping, oil spills, and destruction of forests. CalIs for action are
often directed at the educational,
scientific community.
Dordt College responds positively to this challenge, based on
a broad, biblical perspective that
acknowledges our responsibility
to care for the entire creation.
For a Christian institution of
higher education committed to
preparing students for life in the
kingdom, this means that all
courses-not just those in environmental
science-must
prepare students for stewardship,
for caring for an aspect of God's
creation-kingdom.
5. GloballInterculturaI Education
People today are increasingly

aware that we are members of a
global village. Current events
make us conscious of other
cultures and our interdependence
on other nations.
This global/cross-cultural
awareness is also present at Dordt
College. We seek to reflect this
awareness through a program that
is distinctively Christian and
Reformed in its focus.
A strategic plantting task force
report on global/cross cultural
education states:
Through
Christ
and the
Spirit, God redeems sinful
and diversified humanity ...
we want to develop a Christian view of higher education with a radical thrust and

global and cross-cultural
scope.
Living in a mono-lingual and

mono-cultural situation, we

want

to avoid the dangers of cultural
and historical biases and of
educational
insularity
and
parochialism.
The transcending reason for
global and cross-cultural educational programs is to promote
understanding in a world that is
constantly growing smal1er and to
promote genuine freedom and
justice.
The above relates, in part, to
my trip to Southern Africa. While
at Potchefstroom I learned about
the progress the university has
made in overcoming the effects
of apartheid. Later at a consultation in Zimbabwe, representatives of Potchefstroom University and the IAPCHE discussed
the possibility of a closer relationship between the association and
the university. We hoped that
together we could promote the
cause of Christian higher education among a variety of nations
and cultures.
The response to my presentation at Potchefstroom showed that
they struggle with the same issues
we do. The papers and discussions at Harare made it clear that
all academic institutions
in
Southern Africa are dealing with
these issues, though in a different
context.
Many, if not all, of those involved in the IAPCHE
are
familiar with these matters. We
can learn much from institutions
in other parts of the world. We
can also be encouraged by their
understanding and support. We
need and can benefit from the
help of others who share our
perspective on and commitment
to Reformed, Christian higher
education.
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Soundings

Stewarding the Lord's energy
Charles Adams

Each spring I have the enviable task ofteaching two related
courses. One, "Technology and
Society," deals with norms for
technology, what is the Word of
the Lord for how we carry out
our task of developing this world?
The other,
"Solar
Energy
Engineering," deals specifically
with one way in which engineers
can respond to that Word in the
area of energy stewardship.
Recently an event occurred that
gave me the opportunity to put into practice some of the things I
teach in both of those courses: my
water heater broke.
Sioux County is notorious for
the short life expectancy of its
water heaters.
Most barely
outlive their five year warranty.
So it wasn't a great surprise to me
that my eight-year-old heater
finally began leaking. Since I was
teaching my students about norms
for technology, and specifically
norms for energy utilization, it
was natural that I inquire about
the energy efficiency of the
replacement models available. I
learned that a standard hot water
heater is about 75 percent efficient and costs $300. A high efficiency model on the other hand,
would be closer to 85 percent efficient and would cost $500.
That
sounded
a
bit
expensive-a
$200 premium to
get only a ten percent increase in
efficiency. But the high efficiency model had another benefit. Its
warranty period was ten years instead of the usual five. That was
sufficient incentive for me to put
my money where my professorial
mouth had been and opt for the
more expensive, high efficiency
water heater. I'd pay an extra
$200, but over ten years I would
save at least that much in natural
gas and new water heater costs.
This incident illustrates
a
number of points. First it's obvious that there are ways of being more stewardly than we often
are with energy resources. Second, it's also obvious that cur-

reotly, if you want to be more
stewardly, you have to do at least
two things the average person
seeks to avoid: you have to spend
more money for a stewardly
alternative, and you have to spend
time searching for that alternative. Not only did I have to pay
an extra $200 for my energy efficient water heater, but since my
plumber only carried standard
models in stock, I had to wait a
few days, nursing my leaking
heater so as to provide hot water
without flooding the basement,
until the high efficiency unit
could be shipped.
But why should we bother with
"energy
stewardship?"
Most
people asking the question,

"What's

the

advantage?"

conclude that the little bit of
money saved in the long run
doesn't
outweigh
the initial
expense and bother. As Christians, however. we need to reject
a self-centered approach and
instead of asking "What's in it
for me?" ask "What does the
Lord require of us?" We should
approach energy stewardship
with the same sense of responsibility that mom and dad use in
parenting, that deacons use in
ministering to the needy, and that
school board members use in
assuring the biblical direction of
the Christian school.
I believe the Lord requires
at least four things of us as we

use the energy resources He
has provided. We might call
these four "norms for energy
utilization. " First, the way we
use energy
ought
to be
appropriate
to our cultural
situation. Second, it ought to
reflect the fact that we are
caretakers who the Lord has
charged with managing a complex and fragile system. Third,
our use of energy ought to reflect
God's more general norm of
justice. And fourth, it ought to
exhibit love: love for God, love
for our fellow image-bearers, and
love for the creation. Although
there are undoubtedly
other
norms, perhaps these four are

most critical as we approach the
end of the twentieth century.
By saying that our energy use
ought to be appropriate to our
cultural situation, Imean that we
need to consider the social and
technological context in which we
find ourselves. For example, it
would be culturally inappropriate
for us to return to the horse and
buggy as our primary means of
transportation,
even though it
may reduce our dependence on
fossil fuels. Likewise, while the
wood-burning stove may be appropriate for people living in
sparsely populated and heavily
wooded areas, it would create
enormous problems if everyone
tried to heat their homes with
wood. On the other hand it is
clear, given both the political and
environmental
problems
associated with petrochemical
sources of energy, that we need
to find alternative resources to
meet OUf transportation and
space-heating energy needs. Two
appropriate resources that we
have not adequately pursued in
this country are solar energy and
our ability to adjust our lifestyles.
The norm associated with OUf
being caretakers implies that we
treat the creation in a conserving
and efficient manner. OUf continual use of fossil fuels to provide low level heat for our homes
seems to be a glaring form of
disobedience to this norm. Using
natural gas or oil to heat our
homes is like raising a 2000
pound cow and then slaughtering
it only for its liver, allowing the
rest of the cow to be wasted. Or
perhaps a tragically more realistic
example is the slaughter of near
extinct elephants for the purpose
of collecting only their ivory
tusks. This norm requires that we
understand economics in more
than just a monetary sense. We
need to fully appreciate the value
of all God's creatures, whether or
not that value can be expressed in
dollars and cents.
Doing justice in our use of
energy means that we seek to give
every person and every creature
the opportunity to be what God
calls them to be. Our current
fossil fuel consumption prevents
many peoples of the world from
living fruitful lives. The turmoil
in the Middle East is only the
most obvious example of this. It
also wreaks havoc on the creation
through such things as air pollution and oil spills. The air, birds,
and other kinds of creatures too
numerous
to mention
are
prevented from being what the
Lord intends for them to be.
Finally, the norm of love

means that in our energy use we

Charles Adams

. have a genuine and heartfelt concern for our fellow image bearers
and for the creation. We ought to
be outraged and saddened when

we see the land stripped barren
for the sake of mining coal, when
the sunset is obscured by the haze
of air pollution, or when the
nightly news brings oil drenched
birds into our living rooms during the last tortuous moments of
life. And our love for our fellow
human creatures ought to move
us to compassion when we consider the plight of many in this
world, some even here in the
United States, who do not have
available or cannot afford the
energy needed to cook a meal or
drive away the winter chill.
The United States government,
and particularly the Bush Administration, believes in the freemarket economy. That faith,
along with a fear that promoting
efficiency would violate freemarket principles, has led to an
energy strategy emphasizing increased fossil fuel production and
ignoring conservation.
The
legacy of such a strategy c~ only
be greater human death and
destruction as more wars are
fought over oil, environmental
pollution and degradation, and a
world where our grandchildren
will have to struggle for energy
resource that we in our ignorance
throwaway. In the midst of such
chaos the voice of the Christian
hurch'rnust be heard, first prophetically proclaiming the will of
the Lord for our lives as energy
stewards, and then living in ways
that will erect signposts of the
coming kingdom, where God's
will for energy stewardship will
be honored by all.
D

Should you pay an extra $200 for a
water heater with double the warranty?
Charles Adams, professor of engineering, says doing so is financially
beneficial and good stewardship of
energy resources.

"Using natural gas
or oil to heat our
homes is like raising
a 2000 pound cow
and then slaughtering it only for its
liver, allowing the
rest of the cow to be
wasted.' ,
3
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Mass choir performs Mendelssohn's Elijah
Sally Jongsma

Preparing
to perform a
major composition like the Elijah
is hard work but rewarding, says
junior bass Amir Andrawis. "At
the beginning I wondered if it
would get boring to sing a whole
concert by the same composer.
But bit by bit I grew to love it.
It was more gorgeous the more
we worked on it."
Learning the Elijah took work,
first alto Angela Vos agrees, but
it was wonderful. "The Elijah is
more difficult musically than
many of the anthems we sing.
The fast tempo and the sheer

number of notes mean we have to

, 'Being part of a
choir, especially a
mass choir, is a
powerful experience.
It also brings people
close together."
4

work harder. But it's a wonderful experience."
The Dordt Concert Choir and
the Dordt Chorale joined ranks on
March 17 to perform Felix
Mendelssohn's Elijah. Singing to
a packed chapel, 80 students and
their director, Dale Grotenhuis,
gave a sparkling rendition of the
time-honored masterpiece.
The concert was the culmination of months of practice. In addition to working in part sectionals and practicing as separate

choirs, singers spent time in the
listening lab, learning the music
by hearing it. Once each week the
two choirs joined together to
practice as a group.
Of all the students, however,
the accompanists undoubtedly put
in the most hours preparing.

Organist Donna Groenendyk and
pianist Lyn Howerzyl received
the music at the beginning oflast
summer. Donna says she practiced on and off, beginning in
earnest in August. Because the

ing to suit the style of each
soloist. "
As an elementary education
major, Lyn will always be able to
use her accompanying skills. In
addition to using them in the

choir sang some of the choruses

classroom, she hopes to serve as

on their January tour, she had to
be familiar with those parts even
before school began.
"I probably practiced about ten
hours per week on the Elijah,"
says Groenedyk, who was also
working on the repertoire for her
senior recital in April. "By
February I was finally to the point
of being able to relax a bit and
listen to the choir as I played,"
she says.

a church organist.
Grotenhuis agrees that the Elijah requires more vocal and instrumental gymnastics than many
of the works they perform. "It is
one work composed of many
smaller pieces glued together. We
have to make changes in tempo
and style flow smoothly while
keeping up with the rapidly moving notes. It's exciting."

"This is one of the hardest
working choirs I have had," he
continues. "Although there are
not a lot of soloists, they have
developed
a strong
choral
voice-one of the best Dordt has
had."
Because the solo parts are so
extensive, requiring too much
time from students, he asked
alumni soloists from the area to
join the choir. Pam De Haan
('82), who also teaches voice at
the college was the soprano, Julie
Hofland ('88) the alto, Jim
Bolkema ('76) the tenor, and
Scott Visser the bass. In addition
Joy Grotenhuis ('86) and Joan

Donna, an organ performance
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major who plans to teach organ
privately and be a church organist, says she has really enjoyed the
oratorio and gained a new appreciation for the Elijah story.
Pianist Lyn Howerzyl started
practicing
in earnest after
Christmas, spending two hours
each day at the keyboard.
"Because we were playing from

A.

orchestra-reduced scores. it was
more difficult than most pieces
we accompany," she says. "But
it gave me a real sense of accomplishment. In fact after working so hard to get ready, it was
almost a letdown to be done."
An especially valuable part of
the experience, Lyn feels was
working with all of the soloists.
"I had to learn to adapt my play-

an

Choir members and director Grotenhuis

await tile performance.

Donna Groenendyk is the accompanist for Concert Choir.

Van Holland ('90) joined De
Haan and Hofland on the solo trio
and quartet.
"I think it's good for students
to see alumni carry on with their
music after they leave college, "
Grotenhuis says.
Dordt's choirs do a major work
about once every two years.
"That way all students get the experience of singing dramatic

choruses that need many voices, "
he says.
Logistically, doing one of these
large works is more demanding
of the director as well. "The
director can't afford to learn the
work along with the students. I
need
to
know.
the
text
thoroughly-every
note in both
the accompaniment
and the
text-so that I can anticipate what
might go wrong before it even
happens," Grotenhuis says.
Knowing the script means

understanding the relationships
between pieces as well as being
completely familiar with the
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic
patterns of the work. "When I
hear a problem area, I need to
know what it is and alert the choir
to other places where the same
thing might happen."
Grotenhuis figures he spent
more than eighty hours on the
script before the choir even saw
it. He continued to go over it each
day, learning something new
every time, he says.
In addition he scheduled time
to work with the soloists and ac-

companists. His notebook is
chock-full of charts and notes that
helped him keep on schedule. He
worked with Donna and Lyn to
make sure there were no problems with tempo, balance, or
registration.
And because the performance
accompaniment was written for
orchestra rather than keyboards,
he adapted some sections of the
practice accompaniment.
••A
keyboard simply can not do some
of the things a violin can do," he
says.
•'Pieces like this are timeless,"
says Angela. "When I'm fifty I'll

still remember and be able to sing
the Elijah."
"I never want to give up
music," says Arnie. who plans to
go to medical school after he
leaves Dordt. "Making music is
wonderful."
Something about
singing, even when it is challenging, releases stress," he adds.
Being part of a choir, especially
a mass choir, is a powerful experience. It also brings people
close together.
"You almost become a big
family, singing the same text. It's
not quite the same as participating
in an instrumental group where
you only see your own note. You
see what each person is doing as
you read the score,"
says
Angela, a communication major
who also enjoys playing in the
Dordt College Concert Band.
"Music keeps me sane. I hope I
can always sing."
0

, 'Music keeps me
sane. I hope I can
always sing."

Bret Dorhout wins two
organ competitions
Bret
Dorhout, a Dordt
senior, recently won two organ
performance competitions. He
majors in both performance and
music composition, and is the
son of Marlin and Marlene
Dorhout
from
Denver,
Colorado.
Dorhout participated in the
American Guild of Organists
(AGO) competition
in Des
Moines, March 9. He performed works by Bach, Franck,
and Eben in the college division,
and received a cash prize and
the privilege of competing at the
regional level this summer.
The AGO regional convention will be held June 16-18 in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Organists from an eight-state
area will participate. A special
feature of the convention will be
a trip to Dordt College for a
concert performance
on the
Dordt Casavant organ.
Dorhout was also selected as
one of five finalists in the
Undergraduate Organ Competition sponsored
by the First
Presbyterian
Church
of
Ottumwa.
Young
organists
from across the country took
part by way of taped performances.
Finalists compete
again in the Ottumwa church in
April.
Dorhout will complete his
undergraduate education this fall
and graduate studies are in his
future plans.
D

Sophomore Jody Vander Lugt
wins piano competition
Dordt
College sophomore Jody Vander Lugt of
Fridley, Iowa was one of three
winners of the Cherokee Symphony Young Artists Competition
held on February 8 in Cherokee,
Iowa.
"The contest was actually an
audition," says Vander Lugt. The
winning musicians performed as
soloists
with the Cherokee
Symphony Orchestra on April
14. Vander Lugt performed on
piano.
Each of the nine instrumentalists competing in the contest,
chose a major work with orchestral accompaniment. Vander
Lugt chose Mozart's "Concerto
in A Major, No. 23, K. 488."
Vander Lugt, who has played
piano since childhood, is now a
music major in both piano performance and choral music education. She studies piano perfor-

manee with Dr. Joan Ringerwole.
She also is a member of the Dordt
College Concert Choir.
0

The Dordt College Chorale
on tour
conducted by Dale Grotenhuis

Pease, Minnesota
April 26, 8:00 p.m.
Pease CRC
New Holland, South Dakota
April 27, 8:00 p.m.
Platte CRC
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Second semester senior social work majors meet in seminars each Monday on campus. The rest of the week they work in
placement programs around the area.

Social work program re-accredited
Dordt College recently
received notice that its social
work program has been reaccredited for another seven
years. Since the initial four-year
accreditation, granted in 1986,

enrollment in the program has
grown. Graduates have benefited
from better access to both
graduate schools and professional
positions.
Although
the accreditation
process is time-consuming and at

times wearying, it is important
for
more
reasons
than
recognition,
says Dr. Beryl
Hugen,
a professor
in the
program. "It's time-consuming,
painstaking work and you end up
with a document this thick," he
says holding his fingers two
inches apart. "But it makes us
look critically at our program
every seven years" forcing us to
examine whether we're really
doing what we say we're doing. "
He firmly believes that going
through
the
process
has
substantially
benefited
the
program. "We've integrated
certain themes and ideas into all
courses, giving a continuity we
didn't have before." In addition,
much closer attention has been
paid to sequencing courses so that
they build upon one another.
After meeting eligibility requirements, the department must
write a lengthy self-study for the
Council on Social Work Education. The document addresses
such areas as how the curriculum
meets council standards, how the
program fits into a liberal arts
context, how admissions policies
are set, how non-discrimination is
assured, and how advising is
done.
The Council then sends a team
of site visitors to campus to determine how the self-study compares

-

to reality. They visit facilities,
talk with students, and question
faculty. Their written report is
submitted to the Council for
approval.
Hugen admits that this accreditation process was much
easier than the first one. Although
the program keeps changing and
sections have to be revised, at
least the basic policy statements
and framework were in place.
Students have been the real
benefactors of the accreditation
process. In the past several years
a greater percentage of graduates
have gone on to graduate school.
Having a BSW means reduced
coursework, sometimes cutting
the program from two years to
one.
"Increasingly,
graduate
schools are requiring a BSW to
enter the MSW program," says
Hugen. Certain agencies are also
beginning' to require a BSW for
entry level positions. This is particularly true in Canada, where
social work receives more emphasis and jobs are hard to come
by without a BSW.
At present there are sixty
students in the social work
program.
Eighteen of those
are seniors who will soon be
entering either graduate school
or an agency;
several are
Canadians.
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Agriculture grads prepare for mission work

A
COlI

Teri Nikkel

Two

Mike Fennema giving a speech at the
ECHO dinner.

1990
Dordt
graduates in agriculture, Mike
Fennema and Eddie Visser, are
preparing for missionary service
in the Third World through the
ECHO program (Educational
Concerns for Hunger Organization). The program enrolls four to
six interns and provides hands-on
training in tropical agriculture. Interns help operate and maintain a
five-acre farm in North Fort
Myers, Florida.
Mike, Eddie, and other interns
receive a salary while they learn
how to care for tropical plants.
They harvest and store the seeds,
handling distribution
to missionaries and other development
workers and scientists in the Third
World. Other duties include raising animals to benefit people in
the tropics, giving public tours of
the farm, interacting with staff
and volunteers, and attending
weekly seminars.
Eddie "got the bug to do mission work" after going on Dordt's
Latin American Study Program in
the spring of '90. He is currently
working on a project in edible
landscaping to help people grow
things they need in areas not
usually used for farming. He
plans to work in agriculture
development in the Third World
and feels fortunate to be in the

program. He enjoys the contact he
has had with missionaries who
have been out in the field and
return to the farm to study. Eddie
has established contacts allover
the Third World. Greg De Haan,
an '88 Dordt grad who went on
the ECHO program, is one of his
contacts serving in Sierra Leone.
"Our largest bill is probably
postage for all the seeds and information we send overseas," says
Eddie.
ECHO was founded in the late
1970s as an opportunity for Haitians to receive agricultural training in Florida. Because trainees
often failed to return to their
native country, the program
evolved into an internship opportunity. Dordt became aware of the
program through a general mailing. Impressed with what they
read, Dr. Chris Goedhart and Dr.
Delmar Vander Zee went to visit
the Florida farm.
"We discovered what a tremendous program it is," says
Goedhart. "We still receive letters
from the organization and are impressed with its work."
Only select students are interested in such a strenuous commitment to missions. Goedhart
says Dordt students are only encouraged to go on the program if
they are self-motivated, good with
people, and dedicated to Christ.
Students must be packed with
potential before they are con-
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Eddie Visser grafting fruit trees.

sidered for a unique program with
such limited enrollment
as
ECHO, he says.
Interns get an even better taste
of mission work on an optional
three-month assignment in Haiti,
where they use their agriculture
skills to develop a feeding program for 1,000 elementary school
students. Mike is currently enjoying this opportunity to live and
work overseas.
Eddie looks forward to his trip
to Haiti, too, but will leave the
States with mixed feelings.

"There is so much to learn, I'd
never go if I waited until I was
completely ready," he says. "I
have learned to put all my trust in
God."
ECHO is a non-profit organization with potential to expand,
given the essential resources.
Financial help is welcome. Donations may be sent to:
ECHO
17430 Durrance Road
North Fort Myers,
FL 33917
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Admissions counselors
begin more home visits
Recruiting
college
students isn't what it used to be,
says Quentin
Van Essen,
associate director of admissions.
With a decline in the number of
college age young people, institutions like Dordt find they must
put more time and effort into telling prospective students what
Dordt offers.
"It's a competitive environment," says Van Essen. More
colleges are sending out more
recruiters
to keep
their
enrollments at levels that allow
them to maintain, much less expand, present programs for their
students.
In years past Dordt College
representatives could rely on
visits to Christian high schools

to put them in contact with a
large number of prospective
students. This is no longer the
case. Because high schools
get so many college recruiters
visiting their schools, most no
longer give anyone a block of
time to speak to classes of
students. "They usually make an
announcement that a represen-

tative is available for anyone who
wishes to talk and that's it," says
Van Essen.
Evangelical Christian colleges
are recruiting heavily in what has
traditionally been the market of
the Reformed Christian colleges,
and students from Reformed
Christian schools more readily
consider attending evangelical
Christian
colleges
or state

universities.

Finances also play a role in
these decisions. So do changing
parental attitudes about the importance of a Reformed Christian
education over an evangelical
Christian education.
In response to these changes,
Dordt has begun a program of
home visits with high school
students
and their parents.
Because of the overwhelming
abundance of information out
there, many people don't know
where to start in making their
decision. "Choosing a college is
becoming more of a family decision," says Van Essen. "Because
it is an important financial decision, parents and students give
more consideration to finding a
oollege that matches their needs."
Meeting individually with an ad-

De Wit retires for the second time
Sally Jongsma

Harold
De Wit says he
has the easiest job on campus. De
Wit, who has worked as a fund
raiser since 1976, has spent most
of the last two years making home
visits to prospective students and
their parents.
"The doors are always open;
everyone likes to talk," he says.
Inthose two years he has only had
two 'bad' visits. "People like
Dordt, and they're proud I've
come to see them."
Open doors aren't the only
reason De Wit feels good about
his job. He is convinced that
Dordt offers something very important to students. Students need
a sound Reformed Christian education that will help them set the
direction for the rest of their lives,
he says. They need to take perspective courses that will help them
develop a Christian world view.
"I believe that very strongly,"
says De Wit, who tries to be completely honest with both parents
and students about Dordt and its
programs. "Occasionally I even
tell a student interested in an area
in which Dordt does not have a
developed program that he or she
should consider going to another
Reformed Christian institution. "
That commitment and honesty
has always characterized De Wit,
says Lyle Gritters, vice president
for college advancement. "In fact
it is why I originally approached
him about working for Dordt."
Now, 15 years later he is
retiring-for the second time.
In the early seventies De Wit,
a farmer from near Hull, was a
respected board member.
A
thoughtful and informed person,
he was dedicated to Dordt College and its Kuyperian view of the
kingdom.

About that time the board
decided to build the chapel. .. I
was suddenly expected to raise
the $2 million dollars needed for
the building," says Gritters, then
the only fund raiser the college
employed.
"I still remember driving onto
his yard. He was fixing the roof.
After he gave his gift, I asked him
to help me raise the funds by
visiting other supporters in the
area." He agreed. Because he did
not keep livestock, his time was
somewhat flexible during certain
times of the year.
Gradually Gritters began to
use him more regularly, hiring
him part-time. But he wouldn't
travel-at
least not at first.
"I eventually convinced him
to go to Montana with me,"
Gritters recalls, but when he
got sick on the flight he said he'd
never go again. Eventually, with
his son ready to take over the
farm in 1979, he agreed to work
full-time and traveled to the West
Coast and Canada many times.
He still makes many of his trips
by car, but he also flies
frequently.
"I got to know so many
wonderful
people over the
years," De Wit says, admitting
that although
raising
large
amounts of money is not always
easy, his dedication to the college
and the commitment of Reformed
Christians across North America
made the effort worthwhile and
enjoyable.
His present visits are easier
than the ones he made for the first
ten years. "Parents are so influential in the decision making
process and want to be a factor.
We have some good discussions .",
At the same time he often finds
a lack of communication between

parents and their teens about college plans. One mother he visited
told him that although she liked
Dordt, she was sure her daughter
wouldn't consider attending. To
everyone's surprise. the daughter
wanted to go but didn't think her
parents wanted her to go so far
from home. As a result of the
home visit she happily came to
Dordt that fall.
The best visits, he says, are to
homes that are somewhat critical
of Dordt .• 'That is when we begin
to really talk about issues."
The first concern is often
money. "Despite the publicity
Dordt puts out about financial
aid, the message just isn't getting
out." Many parents have read
about the high cost of college
education and assume it is
out of reach. In his visits De Wit
gives parents and students a
rough estimate of the aid they
could receive and encourages
them to apply for one of a variety of scholarships. "Most people are surprised at the amount of
money they can receive in financial aid."
Another big concern is the
quality of the education offered at
Dordt. Although most of the people De Wit visits feel confident
that Dordt offers a high quality
academic education. he must
sometimes answer those who
assume that the higher the tuition,
the better the institution must be.
Even if the final cost is the same,
some feel they are getting a better deal if they choose a school
with higher tuition that offers
more financial aid. De Wit urges
such people to consider the programs and Christian perspective
offered by Dordt to see if it
doesn't better fit their needs.
Parents as well as students are
interested in the campus at-

--

rrussions counselor gives them
more specific information.
Many people only see the bottom line on cost. They don't
understand that financial aid programs often make attending a
place like Dordt no more expensive than attending a state university, says Van Essen. In home
visits admissions counselors help
parents and students see how the
figures actually come out for an
individual student.
Equally important, home visits
give the opportunity for parents
and students to address specific
concerns and questions. Information on programs, student life activities, opportunities, and regulations are often discussed. Often
preconceived notions are dispelled, Van Essen says.
D

maybe

mosphere, the regulations, and
the other students. Talking is
much more personal than reading
a brochure.
"It is tough for some parents
to send their oldest child a long
distance. It is even tougher to
send the second one if the oldest
marries and moves across the
country," he says from experience talking with parents. Yet
he does not hesitate to meet these
concerns with a direct discussion
about the importance of a Christcentered education that helps
students integrate their faith and
their life in the years to come.
Even though he is officially
retiring, De Wit says he'll miss
the visits-and
who knows, he
may still make trips for the college occasionally.
D

"I got to know
many wonderful
people over the
years."
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Harold De Wil
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A few prize-winning works from the annual Martin Seven Writing Contest
on Forgiveness

Resurrection

by Blanche Lang

by Dorthea Groenendyk

Martin Seven
Contest
Student Reading
Sunday evening
April 21
9:00 p.m,
CI60

I sang
To sharp brown grass
And orphaned branches
Songs of sleep and candles,
Kicking my child's snow-boots
Against the fence-line of
Icy-crisp leaves left by wind
My handed down skates
Their double knives scratched and
Coldly dull
Jumping lightly against my
Back as I walked and crow-hopped
Over icy-whiskered pastures
To wake my wintered audience
Huddled in dreamy admiration along
Sun-jewelled banks of my
Creek.

Christmas in Naftenga
The following excerpt is taken

from a prize-winning essay by
senior John Wagenveld.

.--

,'I wondered what

made her belief
'superstition' and
mine 'faith'-and
whether I put
as much confidence
in my 'faith' as
she did in her
'superstition." ,

As
we approached the
gathering, Kossi became silent.
About 45 people stood in a
tight circle surrounding the fire
and two perfectly synchronized
tam-tam players. The blues and
oranges of the fire lit up the
entranced faces of the people.
In the center an impressively
big man danced and cracked a
short whip. He wore a long
shirt-like
vestment made of
dry grasses, and around each
ankle hung two metal rings that
clanked and rattled as he jumped
up and down and shook his
legs. On his head stood a
feather-decorated, helmet-shaped
hat with a white plastic baby
doll,
probably
from some
missionary barrel, nailed to the
top. In one hand he held a metal
castanet and in the other a short
whip that he lashed over the heads
of the people. He chased the
spirits away from one side of the
circle, the people moved back in
fear and then smiled, relieved
when he headed for the other
side.
The smoke burned my eyes and
filled my nostrils as I stood on the
outer edge of the circle, but I
didn't want to miss a thing.
"What are we doing here?"
Gilles whispered nervously at
me.

"It's great," I said distracted,
"this is the stuff they gave me in
cultural anthropology. " I turned

to Kossi, "What are those?" I
pointed to all kinds of feathers,

Sadly she stares at the picture she holds
of herself with a new toy stethoscope,
listening to Grandpa's chest. Her childhood hope
was to find a heartbeat. From her eyes roll
tears that sting with pain and hatred. He molds
her heart not to beat, void of forgiveness.
Physically he stripped her, breeding coldness
and a harbored Secret that can't be told.
As he ages, he withers and forgets.
She wants to understand his shameful glance.
Searching her soul to forgive his regret,
could she give this lost man another chance,
and not hold against him his denied debt?
Will either heart find true deliverance?

by John Wagenveld

tails, and claws that hung from
the dancer's neck.
"Fetishes,"
he answered,
••charms used as sources of protection and good luck." As I
watched, the dancer was trotting
backwards to our side of the circle. The man was tall, broad, and
shiny black.
He lifted his
muscular legs up high, always
keeping
his back perfectly
straight. I stepped forward a bit
between a few people to get a better look at the fetishes. The
dancer was not more than a meter
away from me, clanking and shaking, his back still toward us. Some
sort of claw hung from a thin rope
on his back. I reached out to hold
it and look at it closer. Someone
next to me hissed, "Il ne faut pas
toucher!" (You must not touch
that!) Suddenly the huge dancer
turned and stared at me. The people murmured and then hushed.
As fur as I could tell the tam-tams
had stopped, and it was my heart
that I was hearing. Dead silence
hung around me like a noose.
Everyone stood still. Only the
dust moved in the firelight.
"Ne-Zabre,"
I said and
smiled. He leaned toward me.
Perspiration ran from his brow
into the tribal marks that had been
cut and scarred into his cheeks. I
noticed the whites of his eyes and
the tight lips. He must have been
just as startled as I was but he was
on home turf. Finally he relented,
opened his mouth into a big
smile, took my arm, and led me
into the center of the circle.

Those who had been sitting now
stood up.
Next thing I knew, the dancer
invited me to dance with him. It
was an obligatory sort of invitation. Moving and making my
knees shake was easy. A moment
later others joined the dance.
Some women came and tied a
sash around my waist to beautify
the dance. My dancing had the
stiltedness of imitation but also
the freedom of relief. Even Gilles
had a bright red sash around his
waist and was lifting his legs,
alternating left, right, left, right.
Christmas
trees with bright
twinkling lights, "Joy to the
World,"
sweaters
in neatly
wrapped and ribboned boxes, and
hot apple cider were now the farthest thing from my mind.
After more dancing, as people
were slowly dispersing, an older
woman came up to me. Her
elongated
breasts hung dry ,
cracked, and empty, her face
severely wrinkled. She gave me
a kindly, toothless smile. She
repeatedly pointed to her ears and
mouth. The only sound she could
emit was a deep gutteral sound
without the g's and h's-only
a
low "aaa." She took my hand,
placing it on her arm, then slid
my hand down her arm pulling
toward her fingers. She wanted
me to heal her by pulling the evil
spirits out of her through the extremities of her body. I knew this
from a documentary on animism
I had watched.
"She's a little crazy," said a

young guy who spoke some
French. "Don't pay attention to
her." He tried to push the woman
off. Other women came to lead
her away, but she was insistent,
hoping that this white man would
have the power to cure her. I
caught myself pulling on her
fingers.
Her belief is stronger than
mine, I thought. I wondered what
made her belief "superstition"
and mine "faith" -and whether
I put as much confidence in my
"faith"
as she did in her
"supcrsution. ,. This dancing
celebration had been more of an
affirmation of the spirit world
than anything I had ever experienced.
I acknowledged
a
spiritual dimension to all aspects
of life, but in a quiet, European,
even passive way. My faith was
more like that of the African
university professor in the capital
city who had his fetish hidden
behind a white shirt and tie.
I held the woman's hands for
a few seconds, closed my eyes
and mumbled a short prayer to
God for her malady. Then, as the
fire died down, they pulled her
away. I wondered if she' d ever be
able to hear and speak-whether
my prayer would make any difference. If it depended on my
faith, my prayer had probably
gone no higher than the dust that
hovered lightly over us. But I
knew that somehow the events
that made this night Christmas
night were also relevant here in
Naftenga.
D
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Faculty News
and Spiritual
Behaviors
in
Leadership Theory. " He focused
on the problem
of finding
qualified and willing people to fill
adntinistrative positions in Christian schools throughout North
America.
Dr. AI Mennega, professor of
biology, presented a sectional lecture on creation/evolution at the
Southwest Minnesota Christian
Teachers Association meeting,
February 20, at the Worthington
Christian School.

Professor of linguistics Dr.
Case Boot will be directing an
ESL Camp at Dordt this summer
from July 8 to August 16. The
camp aids twenty Vietnamese
students from California in learning the English language before
admission to Dordt College.

e
o

President
J.B. Hulst was
keynote speaker at the Christian
School Promotional Banquet in
Phoenix on February 15. On
February 27 through March 2, he
visited and made a presentation to
the Governing Council for Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education in South
Africa. He also gave presentations to the Southern Africa
educational conference sponsored
by IAPCHE. He was also the
keynote speaker at the Christian
School Principals Conference in
Melbourne, Australia, and at the
conference for Western Australia
Christian Teachers in Perth.
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Dr. John Kok, professor of
philosophy, presented the paper
"Souls Seeking Leadership" at
the CRC/RCUS Ministers' Conference held at Dordt College on
April I and 2.
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Dr. Nick Kroeze, vice president for student affairs, gave a
presentation to the Chicago Area
Christian School Administrators
on March 21, based on his dissertation "The Christian as Leader:
A Study of Technical, Human

Professor of history Dr. Louis
Van Dyke spoke to the Southwest
Minnesota Christian Teachers
Association
on Wednesday,
February
20, on "MakingHistory
Come Alive."
He
presented theoretical and practical
suggestions for teaching history,
discussed the implications of
Bloom's taxonomy for classroom
planning, and gave some practical
hints for motivation and instructional variety.

Dr. AI Mennega

Dr. Len Rhoda, professor of
physical education, was honored
as District 15 Coach of the Year
in basketball.
Dr. Paulo Ribeiro, professor
of engineering, presented a paper
at the 1991 Power Engineering
Society Winter Meeting of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, February 3-7
in New York. The paper was
titled "Introduction of Professional Software into the Curriculum of an Undergraduate
Power
Systems
Analysis
Course."
Dr. Joan Ringerwole,
professor of music. will present an
organ recital at Saint Thomas
Episcopal Church in New York
City on May 19.

n

come One: Reflections on Dating,
Courtship and Marriage, which
will be available in the Dordt College bookstore. His article "The
Impact of World War II on the
Reformed Dutch in Canada and
in The Netherlands: a Comparison" and book review of Norm
and Context in the Social Sciences
by Sander Griffioen and Jan
Verhoogt will appear in Pro
Rege.

Visiting professor, Dr. Harry
Van BelIe, recently had a book
published titled Two Shall Be-

Dr. Louis Van Dyke

Associate director of admissions Quentin Van Essen was
honored as District 15 Coach of
the Year in soccer.
Professor of theology Dr.
Michael Williams' article "Being Righteous and Doing Justice"
appeared in the March I 991 issue
of Pro Rege, along with three
book reviews.
His article
"Where's
the Church?
Ecclesiology - as the Unfinished
Business
of Dispensational
Theology" appeared in the Grace
Theological Journal, Fall 1990.

He had four other book reviews
published in the Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society
in the fall of 1990.
Dr. John Zwart of the physics
department gave a seminar on
March 8 at Grinnell College on
"Surface
Resistance at Submillimeter Wavelengths."
He
also presented a paper at the
American
Physical
Society
March meeting titled "An Experimental Apparatus for Surface
Resistance Measurements at Submillimeter Wavelengths."

Dr. Karen De Mol, music professor. was asked to serve on
a task force for the production
of the book on music in the
"Through the Eyes of Faith"
series.
The series of eight
books, produced by the Christian College Coalition, introduces issues important for a
Christian approach to various
disciplines. The task force serves
as
an
advisory
council
to the author and plans a convention centering on the book for
teachers at Christian College
Coalition colleges.

The professional involvements of
Dordt faculty members outside of

the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educationalleadership

in the Christian

community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these

activities. we hope to provide
fellow

Christians

with further

resources. ideas. and encouragement as they work to be of service
in Christ's kingdom.

Dr. Karen De Mol

Dr. John Van Dyk, professor
of education, conducted a workshop, "Instructional
Leadership," with the District 6 Principals' Club in lnwood, lowa on
March 8. He also participated in
the "Forum
on Exemplary
Teaching,"
sponsored by the
American Association for Higher
Education in Washington, D.C.
on March 24 - 26.
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On March II, 1991, RonVos,
director
of the Agriculture
Stewardship
Center gave a
presentation at a People for a
Responsible Agriculture Management Forum in Edgerton, Minnesota. He presented activities
and findings of this year's ASC
research activities in nitrate
management, deep tillage, ridge
tillage, manure management.
economic analysis of comparative
cropping pallerns, and a variety
of trial plots.
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Richard Hodgson explores new field in astronomy
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(each typically I to 10 km in
diameter) are "dirty icebergs" in
space inhabiting the outer solar
system beyond the orbit of Pluto.
They are only directly seen when
they become comet nuclei after
their primeval orbits have been
disrupted by passing stars and
they have been put into orbits
which bring them close to the
sun. The volume of space inhabited by the Oort Cloud is
about one billion times the
volume of the solar system out to
and including the orbit of Pluto.
The paper was very favorbly received,
and generated
considerable comment. Tom
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Richard
G. Hodgson,
associate professor of planetary
science at Dordt, presented the
paper" A Method for Detecting
Oort Cloud Object from Earth"
at the 21 st Annual Mid-America
Regional
Astrophysics
Conference meeting in Kansas City
on AprilS - 6.
The paper describes how occultation observations of suitable
neutron stars can be utilized to
determine the diameters, orbital
distances, distributions and inclinations of Oort Cloud objects.
The Oort
Cloud,
perhaps
numbering two trillion objects

Gehrels, head of the Lunar and
Planetary
Laboratory
at the
University of Arizona. and one
of the world's leading planetary astronomers, was excited
by the ideas presented. "When
are you planning to run the experiment?" he asked Hodgson.
When the latter replied that his
college did not have funds to
build the telescope array needed
to carry out the observations,
Gehrels suggested it might be
done using telescopes at the Kill
Peak National Observatory in
southern Arizona.
At that point an astrophysicist,
joining the group, asked what the

discussion was about. "We have
just formulated a classical experiment," said Gehrels. "Or rather,
this man here [pointing
to
Hodgson) has just done so," he
corrected himself.
The method set forth in
the paper opens a new field of
investigation for astronomy. a
chance to explore a billion times
more of the volume of the
solar system than we have been
able to do up until now. The
main ideas of the paper have
been submitted
to Nature.
the prestigious
international
weekly journal of science, for
publication.
D
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, 'The method set
forth in the paper
opens a new field of
investigation for
astronomy, a chance
to explore a billion
times more of the
volume of the solar
system than we have
been able to do up
until now."
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Seniors look to
next year
Teri Nikkel
Spring'S arrival reminds
underclassmen of summertime
freedom, but for seniors preparing to enter the career world
spring can be an uncertain time.
With applications completed and
resumes enroute to prospective
employers, students tensely await
return letters or phone calls.
After spending four years training in a specific field, they feel
pressured to find a job, says Ron
Rynders, director of career planning and placement.
John Van Dyk's "Cello and Sound"
and James Ochsner's

U

Business and accounting ma-

Ansel Adams."

jors, faced with a competitive and
often aggressive market, begin
the job search already during the
fall semester. The education majors' stress period peaks in late
March and early April. Other majors start feeling the pressure as
graduation approaches. Job hunting is a tedious task that takes patience for even the most qualified
student.
"Dordt supplies the resources
to help us find jobs, but you soon
learn that employers don't come
running, " says Dawn Nykamp, a
senior from Edgerton, Minnesota, who hopes to eventually
work in a publishing house or for

a magazine.

Students' work selected
for Iowa Salon XIII
Works
by senior James
Ochsner and junior John Van
Dyk appeared in the Iowa College
Salon Xill, a statewide juried
competition of student art. The
work was on display at the Brunnier Gallery and Museum at Iowa
State University from March 3 to
April 14.
Ochsner's entry was a linocut

titled "Ansel Adams." Van Dyk
showed
two
photographs,
"Cello and Sound" and "Cello
Study -I."
The Iowa College Salon is
open to all art students at four-

year colleges and universities in
Iowa.
Ochsner, a senior art major, is
also showing his work in the
Dordt GaIlery from April 9 - 18.

Nevertheless,
students find
comfort in Dordt's job placement
record. Of the 1990 graduates
who sought employment, 85 percent have jobs in their fields of interest. Only five students are
without work or neglected to provide the placement office with information. Twelve point one percent of the class are temporarily
employed or not working in their
fields.
Administrators agree that some
senior anxiety is healthy, since it
motivates the students to continue
knocking onjob market doors. As
the security of the academic
world fades away and college
debt becomes a reality, panic

sometimes sets in.
Rynders senses that when
seniors feel the stress of rejection,

they occasionally place blame on
the career planning and placement office. He reminds students
that office personnel assist them
with a resume service, workshops, and employment bulletins,
but they can't give students jobs.
The staff can only help students
help themselves.
"Students must remind themselves that if they want it badly
enough, a job can be found with
persistence and hard work, " says
Quentin Van Essen, associate
director of admissions and former
director of career planning and
placement.
Dordt professors often hear
from graduates now working in
their fields of interest that they
felt more than sufficiently prepared for their careers. Although
a college degree isn't a ticket to
the top of the ladder, it does give
a student the necessary skills to
serve in some area of society.
"Dordt grads are finding work
that's satisfying and fulfilling and
that fits with the talents and
abilities God has given them,"
says Rynders.
Nykamp admits that it is easy
to get caught up in the excitement
of finally earning money, but she
finds comfort in the fact that her
future is in God's hands, and He
will provide.
Rynders and Van Essen are encouraged that many students look
to serve the Lord in their careers
instead of focusing on fame or
fortune. They also see a high
priority placed on family and
church as students choose job

locations.
"Students really do struggle
with finding God's will for their
lives," says Rynders.

Even receiving an offer and accepting a position doesn't relieve
all apprehension. New fears set in
as students consider moving,
making new friends, and starting
a new job.
But through it all, Van Essen
says, they come to know that the
Lord truly does have a plan for
them.
0

Dordt begins new campaign for student aid funds
, 'With the federal
government pulling
back from its student grants and
loans programs,
Dordt College has
expanded its efforts
to find other sources
of assistance for
students.' ,
~ *"* .~
10

finance their education at Dordt
Dordt
CoIlege
is· College.
College enrollments are declinlaunching a new campaign that
.
ing
nationwide, but Dordt's stuwill provide a generous fund
dent
body increased this year to
for students wishing to attend
more
than 1,000 students. One
college in this era of high-cost

education.

factor in continued growth is the

The Dordt Development Foundation's three-year Student Loan
Fund Campaign has a goal of
$300,000. Funds raised through
this effort will be placed in the
college's Heritage Loan Fund,
out of which the college makes
low-interest
loans to needy,
deserving Dordt students to help

college's ability to provide financial aid to prospective students.
With the federal government pulling back from its student grants
and loans programs, Dordt College has expanded its efforts to

find other sources of assistance
for students.
The Campaign

Leadership

Committee is made up of local

have endorsed

and area community leaders and

made generous advance financial

friends of the college: Jim
Calkhoven of Carrie Foods, Dale
Den Herder of American State
Bank, John Franken of Interstates
Electric, Harry Keairns of Computer Support, Ltd., Bill and
Marion Mouw of the Mouw
Motor Company,
Lawrence
Vander Esch of Pizza Ranch,
Inc., Gerald Van Roekel of
EMW Groschopp, Inc., and Ross
Vernon of the Mutual Telephone
Company.
Members of the committee

commitments to its efforts. They
have funded
a .. Matching
Challenge Program" that will
match dollar for dollar new and
increased gifts to the Development Foundation.
Funds raised through this campaign will also be matched dollar
for dollar by the college, which
means that if the $300,000 goal
is reached, the college will add
another $300,000, allowing the
Heritage
Loan to swell by
$600,000.
0

the project and

;,

Music department sponsors
festivals for high school
bands and orchestras
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Teams of three students from each school competed in a computer programming competition.
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Math/Computer Science Day
challenges high school students
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T he annual Dordt College
Math/Computer
Science Day
drew top-notch
juniors
and
seniors from several area high
schools on March 8. "Computer
whizzes and number crunchers'
from five schools took part.
A team from Sioux Center
Community High School took
first place in the math/science
quiz bowl. Hull Western Christian's "A" team placed first in

computer programming, with the
team from Dakota Christian in
New Holland, South Dakota,
placing second.
In addition to the quiz bowl and
programming
competition,
students watched a presentation
on computer-generated
fractals
by sophomore Curt Koele and
Jim Bos, computer systems
analyst and coordinator. Vividly
colored fractals that look like
abstract graphic art are one of the

B.J. Haan Conference asks
"Is There One Best llily to Thach?"
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Pedagogy-or
how teachers teach-has received increasing
attention in the past few years
among educators.
Dordt's education department
has been studying and exploring
this issue for the last eight years
through the annual B.I. Haan Educational Conference. The theme
of this year's conference was "Is
There One Best Way of Teaching?"
Discussions and lectures explored' discussed, and evaluated
the many different
ways of
teaching
open to Christian
educators. The conference focused on teaching practice at the
upper-, elementary, junior high
(middle-school), high school, and
college levels.
Monday evening featured Dr.
John Van Dyk and Mrs. Marlene
Dorhout. Van Dyk, who is director of Dordt's Center for Educational Studies, addressed the question, "Teaching Strategies: What
Are the Choices?" Dorhout, a
teacher from Denver Christian
Middle School with more than 20
years of experience, titled her leeture "You Make a Difference."

Tuesday's presenters were Dr.
Rick Eigenbrood, associate professor of education at Dordt,
whose forte is special education,
and David Schelhaas, who taught
for more than 20 years at the high
school level and now teaches
English and Methods of Teaching
English at Dordt College.
Eigenbrood's
theme
was
"Direct Instruction: Friend or Foe
of the Collaborative Classroom?"
Schelhaas offered, "When the
Lectures Die: A Hodgepodge of
Options."
This was the eighth in a series
of ten annual conferences
established to honor Rev. B.J.
Haan upon his retirement. The
earliest conferences
explored
questions of theory and context.
The result was a model that
describes Christian education as
"guiding, unfolding, and enabling." Recent conferences, including this year's, examined
practical classroom approaches.
If you are interested in tapes of
the lectures, write and ask:
KDCR
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250

hottest topics in mathematics and
science today. Part of what has
come to be known as "chaos,"
they have applications in any area
where smaIl changes can have big
effects, explains department
chairman Dr. Calvin Jongsma.
Economics, sociology, biology,
physics, and meteorology are a
few of the other disciplines in
which fractals are applicable.
The day offers an opportunity
for high school students to test
their skills and interests in
mathematics
and computer
science.
D

February 20, string
players from several high schools
participated in a String Festival
hosted by Dordt College. The
Dordt College Chamber Orchestra under the direction of
Henry Duittnan and assisted by ,
principal players of the Sioux
County Orchestra hosted a day of
rehearsals leading up to the evening's performance.
Students from seven Christian
and public high schools within sixty
miles of the campus, along with the
orchestta from Timothy Christian
High School in Elmhurst, lllinois,
joined in the mass orchestra.
On April 19, bands from eight
high schools spent the day on
campus.
Each ensemble, including the
Dordt College Concert Band, presented a selection in the chapell
auditorium, and then moved to the
gymnasium where all nine groups
combined to play in a mass band.
Guest bands came from the following schools: Central Wisconsin Christian High from Waupun,
Wisconsin; Central Minnesota
Christian High from Prinsburg,
Minnesota; Southwest Minnesota
Christian High from Edgerton,
Minnesota; Dakota Christian
High from New Holland, South
Dakota; Sioux Falls Christian
High from Sioux Falls, South
Dakota; Pella Christian High
from Pella, Iowa; Unity Christian
High from Orange City, Iowa and
Western Christian High from
Hull, Iowa.·
0

Sports

Frances Ton sets
indoor track records
This
spring has been
a record breaking
time for
Frances Ton, junior at Dordt
College. She recently broke
Dordt's indoor track record in an
800 meter run in St. Peter, Minnesota. She beat the record she set
last season bY three seconds, with
a time of two minutes twentythree seconds.
"The 800 race is my best,
but I like quarters (400 meters)
too. They're a lot of fun," she
says.
The 400 meter record Frances
set last year still stands at 63
seconds. She admits these accomplishments don't always come
easy, but her records do build
confidence. Running gives her a
"high."
"I get so nervous, and I'm in
such a bad mood before a race.

But then if! run well, I feel good
and can't wait until my next meet.
I feel capable of anything," she
says.
Frances' next goal is to set an
outdoor record in the 800. She has
to get her time down four
seconds, but feels it is within
reach since the outdoor track has
fewer corners.
Each of Frances' four sisters
and two brothers run track. Her
older sister Jackie is an alumna of
Dordt's track team. Pete, her
freshman brother, is also on
Dordt's ttack team and is a source
of motivation for Frances.
Frances is an elementary
education major with a P.E.
minor. She has hopes of teaching
fourth or fifth grade in Canada
some day. Her parents are Peter
and Sylvia Ton of Dunnville,
Clntario.
0

"If I run well, I
feel good and can't
wait until my next
meet. I feel capable
of anything. , ,

Frances Ton

11

Alumni
"It was hard
leaving the first one.
She was only sixteen
and seemed so
young," says Annie.
"But we felt at
peace leaving her at
Dordt; we loved
everything about the
college.' ,

The extended

Siebring family.

Putting principle before circumstances

Nine Siebrings attend Dordt over past twenty-three years
Teri Nikkel

The
Siebring family
members believe they have paid a
phenomenal amount in tuition for
Christian college educations. "I
don't know how we did it. It has

truly been the Lord's work," says
Annie Siebring, mother of eleven.
Klaas and Annie Siebring live
in the picturesque farming com-

munity of Mill Bay, British
Columbia, on Vancouver Island.
They are semi-retired and operate a campground. Nine of their
eleven children attended Dordt
College. Annie recalls the day
they brought their oldest daughter,
Joy, to Sioux Center.
"It was hard leaving the first
Aunt and niece, Heidi and Sharlene,
make a point of meetipg at the SUB for
coffee every Tuesday.

one. She was only sixteen and
seemed so young:' says Annie.

"But we felt at peace leaving her

at Dordt; we loved everything
about the college."
Dordt has been an important
part of life for most of the
Siebring family, largely due to
Klaas and Annie's strong commitment to Christian education. They
agree with the Reformationalperspective taught at Dordt and so
have encouraged their children to
attend.
''At first it seemed like the only
option. After a while it was just
expected," says Annie about her
children's decisions to attend
Dordt.
Heidi, the youngestof the family and presently a senior at
Dordt, remembers staying up
late into the night to hear her
sisters tell Dordt stories. "I was

spellbound by college life," she
says, remembering how eagerly
she anticipated the day she too
could go.
Joy saysDordt is still a popular
topic of conversation when the

family gets together. Professors
Arnold Koekkoek and John
Vander Stelt are common names

mentioned as they visit. They
also joke about the flat, Iowa

perience for each of us in totally
different ways," adds Jenny, third
oldest.
Although all nine Siebrings
share certain memories, the ex-

periences changed for each of
them as Dordt also changed in
size and facilities. They find the
changes good and new programs
exciting. Heidi enjoys freedom
from many policiesJoy had to live
by, such as 10:00curfew and dress
codes. "We laugh about some of
those old rules now. I think we all
found ways to break them for
some reason," says Jenny.

The Siebring family is presently 40 members strong, with
two more on the way this summer.

The children, too, are committed
to Christian education. Nearly all
the girls who attended Dordt
majored in education. Joy ('72),
Hamlina (ex'74), and Jenny ('76)
each married Dordt graduates and
now stay at home with their
families. Joy and Jenny were
previously elementary school
teachers. Liz ('81) is teaching at
Surrey Christian School near
Vancouver. She is married, and

expecting her first child. Elna
(ex'83) teacheschildrenwith menarea-"God's country," says tal disabilities and teaches an
plains in comparison to their

Annie.

"opportunities" class at Fraser

While the group has many
common experiences to reminisce
about, they each have their own
stories to tell as well. Memories
of the WesternCiv exam question
"What is man?" and recollections
of the shepherd's pie served in the
Commons continue to haunt Joy.
Jenny remembers the "in loco

Valley Christian High School.
Anita (' 86) teaches at Langley
Christian School, also near Vancouver. Albert (' 86) farms his
parents' homestead and married
a Dordt graduate. They have a
daughter and are expecting
another child. Angela ('89) works
as a medical lab technician but
marrieda teacher. All nine alumni,

parentis" issue while she was at

Dordt-whether or not parents
should receive students' grades.
She personallyenjoyedthe chance
to move away from home to an
area where she felt safe, as well.
"I guess Dordt \VlIS a unique ex:»» .. w.

"
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their spouses, and parents live in

the Vancouver area or Alberta.
Heidi plans to continue the
family tradition. After her senior
year at Dordt, she intendsto teach
biology in a high school.

But even though Heidi is the
last Siebring sibling to attend
Dordt, the family tradition is carrying on. Sharlene Jansen,
daughter of Harmina and Tony
('73), is presently a Dordt freshman and elementary education
major. Sharlene says she was en-

couraged by her family to come
to Dordt and enjoys going to college with her "Auntie Heidi."
She likes the college experience.
She laughs and says that some
even expect her to continue in the

"Siebrings' mischievous background, "
Klaas and Annie have been to
campus seven times and plan to

make the 28-hour drive again to
see Heidi graduate. "And then
we can start with the grandchildren," says Annie.

Heidi admits that althoughhaving had so many family members
attend Dordt makes her feel like
she belongs, it has been a bit confusing for some profs who occasionally stumble and call her
Anita or Angela. But they eventually get it right.
Tongue in cheek, she suggests
that Dordt could return a favor
for her family's support. "How
about a free year of education or

a couple of plane tickets for my
parents to come to graduation?"
she jokes.
Klaas and Annie

are very

thankful for the blessings they
and their children have received.

"Money doesn't grow in the
garden-it has taken work. The
Lord just used us as instruments.
It didn't really seem like such a

sacrifice because we have lacked
nothing. God's faithfulness continues through generations," says
Annie. "Dordt College became
part of a lifestyle for us. We're
really Dordt people and will support it as long as we live." 0
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Through the Prism

Seven mounds of laundry and an editor on the phone
An interview with Carol Van Klompenburg '70
Carol
Addink
Van
Klompenburg graduated from
Dordt College in 1970 with an
A.B. in English, and she received
her M.A. in theatre arts from the
University of Minnesota in 1974.
She taught English and speech
courses at Dordt, 1971-75, and returned to Dordt's campus in 1978
to work part time as publications
editor. Since 1979 she has worked
as a homemaker and writer in

Pella, Iowa, where she lives with
her husband Marlo and their
three sons. Her published books
include Delightfully Dutch,
Dutch Treats, and What To Do
When You Can't Do It All. She
has co-authored both Loving
Your Prebom Baby and When
Kids Are Home From School
(scheduledfor release in May).
Q. What drew you to writing?
A. What makes opposite poles of
magnets attract? Why is there air?
I don't know. Creating with words
is woven into the fabric of who I
am. It's almost as necessary for
me as breathing. I write because
I need to use words to find God's
patterns and designs in my life
and world.
On a more practical level. I
chose writing because it was work
that meshed well with motherhood. It has flexible hours and I
write-part of the time, at leastwhile I am home with my family.
And I write because I want to
take people by the hand, lead
them to my window on the world,
and say, "Look! Do you see what
I see?"
Q. Is it hard work? Enjoyable? Or
both?
A. Both. When writing fs going
well, it's planting seeds on a crisp,
spring morning. And when it
isn't, it's hoeing clods in the hot
sun. Either way it's work, but
sometimes the thorns and thistles
in the writing garden are thicker
than at other times.
Q. How do you choose an idea for
a book?
A. I choose ideas partly based on

my own life and needs. I chose
What to Do . . . because of my
need to find freedom from my
own perfectionism. I chose When

Kids are Home from School
because of my need for help in
adjusting to the frazzle of summer
parenting.
Sometimes publishers choose
me. Penfield Press asked me to
write Delightfully Dutch as part
of its series on ethnic foods and
folklore.
And sometimes I feel as if the

ideas themselves choose me.
What To Do When You Can't Do
it All chose me on a flat stretch
of 1-80 en route home from a
writing conference. During a lull
in the conversation, I asked
Maureen Rank, a fellow writer,
"What do you think of this as a
book thesis? 'Adequate is good
enough.'"
"1 know I need a book like
that -and so do all of the other
type-A Christians,
who are
driven to excel, '. she answered.
The lull in our conversation
ended abruptly, as we filled that
flat stretch of prairie with a whirlwind of options for a book. The
title and concept went through
several stages before publication,
but in that moment a book had
found me.

Loving Your Prebom Baby
chose me when a second grader
looked at my growing middle and
asked me, "What's your baby's
name?" I paused, realized that my
preborn baby had a name, and
decided to tell him. "This baby is
Matt-or-Laura," I answered, and
later realized that the germ for a
whole book about celebrating
preborn life lay in that answer.
Q. Could you talk about the process of writing-including getting
published?
A. Once an idea finds me, the
work begins-research,
reading,
interviewing, taking notes, drafting a tentative outline, filing notes
by chapters, and jotting down any
stray thought on the topic that flits
through my brain. Then I begin
the drafting of chapters, rewriting,
reorganizing-basically a moun-

tain of slogging hard work that
you don't want to hear about.
I do not complete a book before
I find a publisher, though. I don't
want to write an entire book that
has an audience of only one-me.
When I have a book idea, I do
enough research to know that my
concept is not just a mirage, and
then I write an outline and sample chapter for a publisher. For
What to Do . . . and Loving Your
Preborn Baby I contacted
publishers in person at writing
conferences. For When Kids are
Homefrom School I followed the
more traditional route of mailing
my proposal to publishers until I
found one interested.
Q. How much of your time is
spent writing?
A. That's hard to answer. Few
mothers can say what percent of
their time is spent mothering. It's
the same with writing. If ideas
swirl in my head while my hands
circle through hot dishwater, how
am I spending my time? Does my
bedtime reading count as research
time?
My best guesstimate is that for

the past five years I have averaged
10-25 hours per week in writing.
And that includes research, correspondence, record keeping.

Carol- Van Klompenburg's latest book,
When Kids are Home From School, is
scheduled to be released in May.

Q. How does it balance with your
other roles and duties?
A. That's the inevitable question
for a twentieth century woman.
My answer depends on what day
you ask me.
Some days I keep my balance
by meshing my writing and
mothering. I write notes at a picnic table while my sons feed the
ducks. I read at a pool-side bench
while they splash in the water, and
then join their fun for half an
hour. They mount the school bus
steps and I brew a cup of tea and
head for my at-home office.
At other times my roles collide.
With my first book, Delightfully
Dutch, galley proofs (typeset
pages) arrived at our home
needing immediate proofreading
the day after my youngest son,
Matt, was born. So I sandwiched
proofreading between feedings,
rests, and sitz baths.
My roles collide when I have an

Continued on Page 14

, 'When writing is
going well, it's
planting seeds on a
crisp, spring
morning. And when
it isn't, it's hoeing
clods in the hot sun.
Either way it's work,
but sometimes the
thorns and thistles in
the writing garden
are thicker than at
other times."
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The Van Klompeuburgs left to right:
Mark, Carol, Marlo, Chad, and
Matthew

to one of my briefcases. He owns
them all-and I only lease them.
At Dordt I began to see myself as
God's daughter in his world.
Q. What goals do you have for the
future?

Van Klompenburg publishes fifth book
"If you want to be

a writer, write.
Don't dream about
writing. Write.
Don't talk about
writing. Write.
Don't plan on
writing. Write."

editor on the phone, seven
mounds of laundry on the floor,
and a son calling from the
bathroom that the toilet tissue is
all gone-again.
Sometimes compartmentalization helps. I have four briefcases
(one purchased, three hand-medowns): one for the college
writing course I teach, one for my
part-time job writing for Pella's
hospital, one for book sales, and
one multi-purpose briefcase. They
help with the logistics of my roles.
I have briefcases of time as
well. Summers my family "briefcase" swells, and during the
school year it shrinks. Evenings
my liunily role predominates, and
daytime my professional one
does.
The meshing and compartmentalizing are opposite ends of my
balancing rod as I walk life's tightrope. Sometimes, despite meshing, despite compartments, I fall
sprawling and spinning. Praise
God for the safety net of his grace.
Q. What are some of the other
challenges you face as a writer?
A. The challenges of fighting
discouragement. Sometimes I
wonder if the window I am
leading people to overlooks
mirage. If a book doesn't do as

well as I hoped, doubt clouds my
head, and I wonder if I should
drop my collage lifestyle and get
a "real job."
Then another book idea finds
me, and the cloud evaporates.
Q. What advice do you have for
a young person-or
an older
one-who wants to be a writer?
A. People don't train for a
marathon by dreaming, planning,
and talking about running. They
run. You learn to write by putting
words, words, and words on
paper, one after another.
If you want to be a writer,
write. Don't dream about writing.
Write. Don't talk about writing.
Write. Don't plan on writing.
Write.
Give up the mythical future of
the day you'll be able to go to a
mountain cabin or oceanside
room and spend all day letting
thoughts flow. You probably
wouldn't write a word. Daily life
feeds writing.
Most professional writers have
other roles and jobs as well.
(Frankly, only five percent of all
freelance writers can support
themselves by words alone.)
If you can write often, despite
life's other demands, then you
truly want to write.

.

Upcoming Alumni Events
South-Central Iowa Chapter Family Fun Night
Recreation for all ages, PotluckiBarbeque, Chapter Board election
April 27, 4:30 p.m., Pella Christian Grade School

Warm Beach Alumni Retreat
Featuring professors John Vander Stelt and Mike Williams
June 7 - 9, Warm Beach, Washington

I
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Retreat and Reunion '91
Come back to Dordt for a weekend of fellowship,
learning, reminiscing, and fun for the whole family.
August 10 - 12

14

Q. What role did Dordt play in
your development as a person and
an author?
A. At Dordt I grew up. At Dordt,
I began to love the beauty of a
word fitly chosen. At Dordt, I
discovered that God doesn't fit in-

A. My goals for this week are to
finish teaching my writing course
and to prepare for leading two
workshops next week.
My goal for the next three
months is to allow myself some
time for renewal. After two years
of balancing parenting, teaching,
and book deadlines, I've run my
spirit a little dry. So, although I'm
writing some short pieces and
leading some workshops, allowing time to pray and play is a
priority.
In the next three months, also,
I hope another book idea finds
me, so that in the remainder of the
year, I can continue hoeing that
section of God's garden.
0

Missing
~'d like to let thefollowing alumni know about this summer's class reunion, but have no current address. If you
can help us out, please call or write.
Class of 66
Shui Wah Chang
Floyd Clark
Douglas De Boer
Kenneth Faber
Paul Hoekema
Wilmar Jansma
Cornelia (Vanden Berg) Lovell
Margaret Popma
Harlyn Rus
Judith (Schut) Scholten
Audrey Sneller
Janice (Blom) Thornton
Thomas Bruce Van Wyk
Ed Veuger

Class of 71
Leslie Bolt
Marjorie (De Groot) De Groot
Sena (Heeringa) De Jager
Melvin Persenaire
Susan (Daining) Persenaire
Gerald Andy Ross
John Strikwerda
Sandra Swier
John Wierda
Class of 76
William Asma
Jo Ann Bakker
Douglas Boerman
Mary (Andersen) Brown
Robert Bruxvoort
William Byleveld
Sylvia Feddema
Richard Gosselink
Julie Limburg
Annie Linger
Deborah (Rensenbrink) Maksa
Debra (Engelsman) Ruis
Paul Sikkema
William Slagter
Harry Stoffers
Raymond Uhlig

Beverly Anne (Katje) Van Dam
Walter Van De Kleut
Mieke Van Geest
Ann (Gietema) Van Harten
Gelene (TInklenberg) Van Noort
Merrill Vogelzang
Patricia Vos
Class of 81
Eloise (Baker) Block
Cheryl (Buteyn) Bratt
Grace Margaret De Gier
Ann De Vries
Joanne (Vander Reek) De Vries
Debra Dykstra
Melanie (Hotle) Eckert
Patricia Eppema
Bradley Griesheimer
Sandra Groot
Anne Heemsbergen
Thomas Clark Hommes
Johanna Hordyk
Viet Ngo Hua
Gertrude Kistemaker
Ronald Largo
Craig Maliepaard
Edward Moll
Joel Moody
Greg Poumakis
Elizabeth Schmidt
Kathryn Teune
Pauline Van Biert
Wilma Van Den Boogard
Winifred Van Haren
Diane Vander Linden
Barb (De Visser) Vander Veen
Larry Venhuisen
Susan Ver Hey
Paulina Windhorst
Donna Wagenaar
Kimberly Wiescamp
Nelly Zekveld
Daniel Zinkand
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Alumni notes
Eldon Dyk ('67) is vice president

of the maintenance division at Allen
Keesen Landscape in Denver, Colorado. He was installed as the 28th
President of the Associated Land-

Center. Deb earned her master's in
music from USD, also in 1988, and

works two mornings a week
teaching voice at Dordt College.
Stan and Cheryl
(Hoekstra,
'82) Fynaardt live in Pella, Iowa,

"I.

scape Contractors of America in

ss-

their First Annual Executive Forum

lot

in Palm Springs, California.

with their children Stephanie and
Daniel.
Stan is employed by

fa

Gary and
'75) Brooks

Venneer Manufacturing.
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California,
Michael,
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Cindy
(Veltkamp,
live in Concord,

with their

children

Dawn, and Derek. They

previously

Faisalabad,

living

Pakistan,

in

where Gary

spent three months supervising a
building project on a mission
compound.
Brad and

Barb

(Boekhoven,

'77) Vermeer live on a farm near
Sioux Center with their children
Bethany, Brooke, Brandon, and
Belinda.
Milan and Benita (Heeringa,
ex'79) Ter Beest live near Waupun,
Wisconsin, with their children
Jessa, Derek, Casey, and Amanda.
Milan works for Youth for Christ,

and

Benita

is

a

full-time

homemaker.
Douglas
and
Kimberly
(Venhuizen) Peter ('80;80) live in
Ambler, Pennsylvania,
with their

son Grant. Douglas continues his

II

employment with CoreStates-First
Pennsylvania Bank in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, where he recently ac-

cepted a new assignment

as a

business banking officer. Kimberly
md
ant
ral
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of
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for

caote
. is
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to
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ulon-

erled

is an executive administrative assistant for a national medical consulting firm. Doug and Kim are active in their church music program.
Mike and Cheryl (De Bruin)
Vande Haar ('81;81) live in Holt,
Michigan. with their sons John and

Jacob. Mike is assistant professor
of animal science at Michigan State
University. Cheryl is organist/choir
director at Eastrninster Presbyterian
Church in East Lansing.
Dayton and Deb (De Groot)
Vogel ('81;83) live in Rock Valley

Cheryl is

a homemaker and enjoys officiating
volleyball
games
during
the
volleyball season.
Arvin
and Kathy
(Arends)
Druvenga ('83;84) live in Spencer,
Iowa, with their children Bethany
and Joel. Arvin manages the CPA
firm of Winther, Stave and Co., and
Kathy works part-time
at the
YMCA.
Kevin and Cindy
(Lourens)
Wiersma
('83;84)
live in Min-

neapolis, Minnesota,
daughter

Kristen.

with their

Kevin

is the

regional director and serves on the
board of directors for College Craft
Enterprises.
Cindy has her own
business, Sugar and Spice. which

custom tailors children's clothes.
Dean and Lynette Eekhoff ('84)
live in Zeeland,
their daughter

works

Michigan,
Rebecca.

at Walters

with
Dean

Nursery

in

Holland and sings with the community choir, Holland Chorale.
Lynette works as a professional
house-cleaner and helps with a Sunday school class for developmentally disabled adults and children.
John and Andrea (Knevel;84)

Mulder live near Norwich. Ontario,
with their son Marcus. They cash
crop and John works on his
brother's

dairy. Andrea

is a full-

time homemaker after working
three years as a special education
teaching assistant and three years as
a residential counselor.
Mark
and Laura
(Obbink)
Heystek ('84;85) live in Lynden,
Washington, with their children,
Derek and Luke.
Ivan and Sonya (Vannetlen;85)

with their sons Dayton and Jordan.
Dayton received his master's in

Duivesteyn live in Blackstock, Ontario. Ivan is a mechanical engineer

educational
psychology from the
University of South Dakota in 1988
and has completed coursework for
his Ph.D. He is employed as a

for General Motors of Canada, and
Sonya teaches grade two at Knox
Christian School in Bowmanville,
Ontario.
Lynn Ruis ('85) lives in Temple
City, Califomia, and teaches fourth

counselor

at

Plains

Area

Mental Health and Creative Living

grade

at

Longden

Elementary

School. She will receive her
master's degree in Teaching and
Learning
from Point Lorna
Nazarene College in June.
Kraig and Norma (Groenendyk) Roozeboom (,85,ex'85) live in

Manhattan,
children

Kansas,

Andrew,

with their
Rachel,

and

Jonathan. Kraig is an assistant
agronomist at Kansas State University, and Norma is a homemaker.
Phil
and
Joy
(Gross)
Grotenhuis
('86,'86) live in Sioux

Center with their children Jonathan
and Erin. Phil is studying at MidAmerica Reformed Seminary. Joy

is a homemaker and is a part-time
voice instructor at Dordt.
Paul and Gail (Van Wyk) Van
Beek ('86;86)
live with their

daughter
Homewood,

Hannah
lllinois.

Marie
Paul

in
is a

documentation specialist for a computer software company, and Gail
is a C.P.A. for a local firm.
Darrel and Jan (Christoffels)
Wieberdink
('86;86) moved from
the Chicago area to Edgerton, Min-

nesota, where Darrel works as a
computer system administrator at
Huisken Meat Center in Chandler.
They
have a new daughter,
Danielle.
Herb and Catherine (Mellema)
Deelstra ('86), live in Wyoming,

Ontario, with their sons Stephen
and Gregory.
Drs,
Darrell
and
Nicole
Fynaardt
('86) opened their new

chiropractic clinic March 4, 1991,
in Muskego, Wisconsin.
Bill and Erica
(Vegl) Shaw
('86;87) live in Burnaby, British
Columbia,
with their children
Tanaya and Mitchell.
Andrew and Janet (Bandstra)
Dreise ('86;88) live in Chatsworth,
Ontario, with their daughter Emily.
Andrew
works as a carpenter

installing oak stairs and railings.
Janet is on maternity leave from
teaching.
Bernice

(Vandenberg,'87)

Huitema and her husband have
moved to Ontario, Canada.
Clarke
and Cindy Hnisman
('88) live in Little Rock, Arkansas,
where they work at Cindy's parents'
art gallery, Cantrell Gallery.

en-

Future Defenders
Daryl and Donna (Doppenberg) Hanenburg ('72;72), Abigail Noelle.
12/15/90.
Gary and Cindy (Veltkamp;75) Brooks, Michael James. 2/1/91.
Brad and Barb (Boekhoven;77)
Vermeer, Bethany Jean, 3/2/91.
Dale and Mary (Scburman) Walvort ('78;77), Tessa Clave, 1/22/91.

Milan and Benita (lleeringa,ex'79) Ter Beest, Jessa Marie, 10/28/90.
Rod and Thea (Oosterhouse;80)
BJorn, John Henry, 1/4/91.
Kevin and Bonnie (De Boer) WolterstorIT ('80;81), Trevor Mark, 11/10/90.
Mike and Cheryl (De Bruin) Vande Haar ('81;81), Jacob Bryant, 1/10/91.
Mark and Tbriesa (Kolk) Hubers ('81;83), Nathan, 7/13/90.
Ken and Brenda (Verbeek;81) Bosman, Graham Edward, 1/8/91.
Dave and Dianne (Vander Hoek.Bf) Hornor, Charis Miriam, 1/28/91.
Doug and Cheryl Van Gelder ('81), Hanna Elizabeth, 8/22/90.
Stan and Cheryl (Hoekstra;82)
Fynaardt, Stephanie Dawn, 1/22/91.
David and Diane (Schurman) Vander Scbaaf ('82;83), Danielle Marie,
6/20/90.
Pete and LuJean (Evink;83) Verhoeven, Anneka Joy, 10/1/90.
Tom and Pat (Navis;83) Jonker, Anna Elizabeth, 1/4/91.
Harv and Marlene Vande Burgt ('83), Caylia Nicole, 8/16/90.
Harvey and Carol (Bentz) Opp ('83;83), Mark Harvey, ll/ll/91.
Arvin and KatlJy (Arends) Druvenga ('83;84), Bethany Grace, 6/14/90.
Garret and Kris (Kramer) Brouwer ('84 ;84), Adam Garret, 1/28/91.
Tim and Kim (Kosters) Bylsma ('84;84), Graham Tunothy, 7117/90.
Dean and Lynette Eekhoff ('84), Rebecca Suzanne, 2/21191.
John and Andrea (Knevel;84) Mulder, Marcus Barton, 9/24/90.
Mark and Laura (Obbink) Heystek ('84;85), Derek John, 1118/91.
Ed and Jody (Faber) Bolkema ('85,ex'84), Jennifer Ann, 10/21190.
Kraig and Nonna (Groenendyk) Roo1.eboom ('85,ex'85), Jonathan Kraig,
1/26/91.
Phil and Joy (Gross) Grotenhuis ('86;86), Jonathan Philip, 2/22/91.
Paul and Gail (Van Wyk) Van Beek ('86,'86), Hannah Marie, 12/17/90.
Darrel and Jan (Christoffels) Wieberdink ('86,'86), Danielle Larae,
2/5/91.
Herb and Catherine Deelstra ('86), Stephen Mark, 2/5191.
Andy and Diane (Haak;86) Van Wettering, Leah Beth, 5/23/90.
Bill and Erica (Vegt) Shaw ('86,'87), 1lmaya Nicole, 7/24/90.
Andrew and Janet (Bandstra) Dreise ('86,'88), Emily Joy, 1/21191.
Calvin and Sandra (Meyerink) Vaags ('87;87), Jonathan Henry, 2/8191.
Dave and Lisa (Punt) Van \OOrst ('87,ex'89), Matthew William and Marcus
Stanley, 1/3/91.
David and 1lunmy (Groen,ex'88) Mechaelsen, Joshua David, 2/28/91.

MARRIAGES
Allister Piers and Kim Pikkert
('84), 2/15/91.

Ivan Duivesteyn and Sonya Vannetten ('85), 8/18/90.
Dr. Darrell Fynaardt ('86) and Dr.
Nicole Schimke, 10/19/90.
Clarke Huisman ('88) and Cindy
Scott, 9/1/90.

Greg

the
ca>os

Marty

Ybema

Pessman

('89;88),

and

Laurie

5/26/90.

Stationed in Saudia Arabia
Dan Vander

md
nat

Craig Van Peursem and Lori
Slagter ('88), 9/29/90.
Byron De Haai and Linda Vanden
80s ('89), 11/24/90.

\1lnder

Molen
Plaats

('86) Operation

Desert

Shield.

('87) in Kuwait City with marine

artillery.
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itaWe at Dordt

nat
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College

are interested

in hearing

how you

are doing and what kinds of events are happening in your
life. Please fill out the coupon below and mail to: Alumni
Association,
Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
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The Klompiens from Prinsburg, Minnesota, make Donn sweatshirts a family affair.
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MUSIC
April
April
April
April
April
April

16
19
25
26-28
28
30

8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Senior Organ RecitallDonna Groenendyk
Christian High School Band Festival
Senior Organ Recital/Walter Meyer
Chorale Tour

2:30 p.m,
8:00 p.m.

Chorale Tour home concert

Sioux County Orchestra

The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends of Christian
higher education. The Voice is published in October, December, February, April, and
June to share information about the programs, activities, and needs of the college.
Send address corrections and correspondence to VOICE, Dordt College, Sioux
Center, IA 51250.
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Teri Nikkel, student assistant
Lyle Gritters, Vice President for
College Advancement
Michele Van Middendorp, layout

ART

Publications
Council
Abraham 80s

Jim De Young
Lyle Grirters
Howard Hall
Quentin Van Essen
Lorna Van Gilst
Delmar Vander Zee

Senior Art Show/James Ochsner
Departmental Student Show

April 8-19
April 24-May 10

THEATRE

Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250

Non-Profit Organization
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Permit No. 11
Mailed From Zip Code

50536

Touring Company/ArtReach
Rep Theatre Production
Rep Theatre Tour (lL,IN,MI,ON)

April 19
May 3-4
May 10-31

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
April 19
April 26
April 26

8:00 p.m.

April 27
May 9
May 10

6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

Campus Visit Day
Ag Day
Travelogue/"California's Magic
Mountains-The Sierra Nevada"
Friends of Dordt Banquet
Parent's Night
Commencement

Call 712-722-3771 for more information
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